You know how fast business moves. And it’s accelerating. There is no room for error, no second place leadership is critical for your company’s future a digital future. You must redefine your business, transform your business. And now. But is your network digital ready? What’s needed is a comprehensive understanding of where you are today, and where you want to be tomorrow.

This is why Cisco partnered with Accenture to create Digital X-Ray. A network, security, and analytics diagnostic that brings together Accenture’s deep industry experience and business acumen with Cisco’s networking expertise and innovative portfolio. In as little as four weeks, Digital X-Ray analyzes your network’s capabilities against your business goals.

We evaluate your network’s elasticity, its scalability, and most important its vulnerabilities. The result digital X-Ray prescribes a custom road map with prioritized digital projects spanning automation, analytics, and security that aligns your network strategy to your business vision. And we go further, delivering the ruggedized ROI and business case specific to your industry.

At the speed of business where there is no time to lose. Digital X-Ray is the first step in actualizing your digital transformation. With Digital X-Ray you have a clear path to digital. With Cisco and Accenture, you realize your company’s future.